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On Censored Performances
of Les Vepres siciliennes and Rigoletto:
Evidence from the Verdi Archive
at New York University
Martin Chusid, New York University
Alternate Titles in the Verdi Archive"; the altered settings can usually be deduced from the new titles.) Only La traviata was defaced
as often, and then with only a single changed title, Violetta ,l and no
change of setting. In the table there are three different titles with
four changed settings for Rigoletto and four titles but only three settings for Yepres.

ensorship of the arts, a worldwide phenomenon, was hardly new in Verdi's day, nor did it end with the passing of the
nineteenth century In spring 1998 we were reminded of its
insidious presence when the Manhattan Theater Club, one of the
most respected and adventurous repertory theater companies in
New York City, bowed to pressure from a conservative Catholic
organization, as well as to telephoned threats of violence, and canceled plans to produce a new play by Terence McNally, Corpus
Christi. Fortunately the outraged response to its decision by artists
and the public caused the company to reverse itself, but not before
we were brought face to face with the potentially chilling effect on
the arts of censorship, in this case religious censorship.

C

The third reason for their selection was that Verdi'.s involvement in
the censorship process was notably different in each instance. For
the Italian version of Yepres the librettist Scribe proposed, and Verdi
accepted, a new setting, the Portuguese rebellion against the
Spanish in 1640, Giovanna de Guzman (as we shall see, Italian censors would have opposed the original setting). Furthermore, the
composer actually oversaw the translation of the libretto from
French to Italian. As for Rigoletto, Verdi's concerns with the censors
arose before the composition was completed. In December 1850 he
rejected the bowdlerized version of the libretto Pi.ave had provided
to mollify the censors in Venice, ll Duca di Vendome. An accommodation was subsequently reached in which Verdi was allowed to
retain most of the dramatic elements he considered important,
although he had to agree to the substitution of a fictional Gonzaga
Duke and Mantua in place of Victor Hugo's historical King Francis
I and Paris. Following the great success of the opera in Venice in
March 1851, however, the musician had nothing to do with the various versions imposed by local censors all over Italy; indeed he
railed bitterly against them. As far as I know, he wrote nothing
about the censorship of the Italian versions of Yepres once he had
participated in the translation of Giovanna de Guzman. In both
cases, however, he collected royalties from his publisher Ricordi for
all performances, censored or not.

Musicians are also aware of the force of political censorship exerted
in the twentieth century by Hitler and Stalin. Mendelssohn's music
could not be performed in Nazi Germany, and some of the most
interesting compositions of Prokofiev and Shostakovich were not
heard in the U.S.S.R. for many years. We are perhaps less aware of
a third type of censorship, one that might be called moral censorship. Let me illustrate. I recall that as a student at the University
of California at Berkeley in the 1950s I read newspaper articles
reporting that some small towns in the western United States had
forbidden the performance of a new type of popular music and
dancing deemed by authorities to be too lascivious, Rock 'n' Roll.
With these three sometimes overlapping types of censorship in
mind, and with the aid of the rich collection of librettos and scores
in the archive of the American Institute for Verdi Studies, I should
like to focus on two operas Verdi wrote in the period between the
failed revolutions of 1848-49 and the successful war of liberation in
1859-60, a decade of the most pervasive and most pernicious censorship of Italian opera in the entire nineteenth century. These are
Rigoletto, first performed at Venice's Teatro la Fenice on 11 March
1851, and Les Vepres siciliennes, premiered at the Paris Opera on 13
June 1855. They were chosen because between them they were
subjected to all three types of censorship: political, religious, and
moral. The libretto for Vepres, while primarily arousing political
concerns on the part of authorities in Italy, also touched on religious
matters, especially troubling for the censors in the Papal States.
Rigoletto, on the other hand, raised primarily moral issues, and not
only for the censors. Almost every music critic of the time showed
discomfort with the plot, especially with the unpunished immorality of the Duke and the kidnapping, rape or seduction, and murder
of Gilda. There were also substantial religious concerns in Rigoletto,
as well as individual words that bothered censors in both works.

Let us begin with Yepres. My remarks on the altered versions will
refer to Tables 2 and 3, the "Chronology" and "Principal Characters
in the Altered Versions of Vepres ." I believe that the choice of settings for the alternate versions is significant and related to the political situation in Italy following the revolutions of 1848-49.
Many readers are familiar with the story of the opera. Its point of
departure, providing the final scene of Verdi's work, was the
Sicilians' massacre of their French overlords, an historical event
which took place in Palermo during Easter week of March 1282.2
An important figure in the Sicilian rebellion, in the opera their
leader, was a nobleman, a physician from Salerno, Giovanni da
Procida. In Scribe's libretto for Yepres , Procida emerges as a singleminded and rather unsympathetic character, a fact that annoyed the
composer considerably. By the end of the opera, when Procida
refuses Monfort'.s compromise solution of marriage between Henri,
Montfort's illegitimate son by a Sicilian woman, and Helene, the
noblewoman admired greatly by the Sicilian populace, audiences

A second reason for choosing these operas is that they were the
most frequently censored of the twelve stage works by Verdi whose
titles-and more often than not their settings as well-were
changed. (See Table I, "Censored Librettos and Scores With
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groups. Everyone is French. In this version t~e despised ruler is a
French usurper named Ariberto, and his rebellious vassals simply
aim at restoring the Barony of Rochecorbon to its rightful ruler.
One wonders what Verdi thought when he attended a performance
in January of 1858 during his ill-fated stay in Naples to stage Una
vendetta in domino (Un ballo in maschera). Of course that production
never took place, as, ironically enough, the opera was rejected by
the same Neapolitan censorship.5

have cast Procida as the villain of the piece. Henri only learns that
Montfort is his father as the story develops, and their conflicted
relationship contributes much to the excitement of the drama . As
usual when Verdi treats a father besieged with problems, that conflict provides some of the finest music in the opera.
According to Scribe, Verdi was quite unhappy when he learned that
Italian censors would not allow staging an opera in which Italians
massacre French victims.3 But, as we have seen, he accepted the
poet's proposal to substitute the revolt of the Portuguese against the
Spanish in 1640. The result was Giovanna de Guzman , by far the
most frequently performed of the alternate versions of vepres.
librettos for Giovanna de Guzman in the Verdi Archive at New York
University indicate that from 1856 to 1860 almost all performances
of this version took place in the Papal States or areas of Italy north
of Rome , but not in the South, the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies.
Why?

At this point I should like to discuss two unusual librettos, both
titled Giovanna de Guzman. The first was printed by Francesco Lao
of Palermo for performances at the Teatro Carolino in that city. It
was the first opera produced in the theatrical year 1856-57. As far
as I know it is the only production with this title to have been
mounted in the South. The final scene ends with the same fast,
angry, minor mode chorus that Verdi wrote for the massacre in
Wpres , but the censors in Palermo manufactured a happy ending.
Pinto Ribeiro (Procida's counterpart) has an unexplained change of
heart. In most librettos of Giovanna de Guzman, upon hearing the
bells Giovanna exclaims, "E ii bronzo annunciator... " (It is the
bronze announcer.. .), and Enrico finishes her sentence, "di gioia!"
But Pinto corrects him, "Di battaglia." In this censored libretto,
however, Pinto's response becomes "Ah si di gioia," merely echoing
Enrico's "di gioia ." After the ringing of the bells, instead of the massacre, the wedding takes place; and instead of a call for vengeance
(Wpres) or for defiance and war (the other versions of Giovanna de
Guzman) the final chorus becomes a hymn to love and peace
between the Spanish and Portuguese.

To answer this question we should review a bit of history. During
what is now often called the first war of Italian liberation (1848-49)
in which Piedmont (the Kingdom of Sardinia) lost to Austria ,
France remained neutral. In the following decade ruling authorities in the large area of northern Italy dominated by Austria would
hardly risk antagonizing the French who might, and indeed later
did, tilt the balance of power against them. Piedmont as well, anxious for an alliance with France, did not want to risk alienating their
potential ally. But the Papal States had the greatest reason for
changing the setting. In 1849 it was the French who helped defeat
the Roman Republic of Mazzini and Garibaldi and who restored to
his throne the Pope, living in exile in the South. Furthermore, they
stationed military forces there to maintain papal power until the
Franco-Prussian war of 1870, when they needed those forces in
France. A changed setting, .one in which the Spanish were the villains, was politically acceptable in the Papal States and in the
North.4

lasciate ii cimento,
Sia pace una volta
Tai grido s'ascolta,
E ii grido d'onor.
Di pace all'accento
Risorga l'amor.

The historical context also explains the refusal of censors in the
Kingdom of Two Sicilies to cast the Spanish as villains and to have
them massacred. As is alluded to in the Vepres libretto (Act II , scene
ii) , Peter Ill of Aragon, whose wife was the daughter of Manfred, the
last of the German Hohenstaufens to rule in southern Italy, supported the Sicilian rebellion against the French. later, in fact, Peter
was chosen by the Sicilians as their King, and Spanish influence in
the south of Italy continued until Garibaldi's conquest of Sicily and
Naples in 1860. Furthermore, from 1734 to 1860, except for the
Napoleonic era, the last rulers of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies
were all Spanish Bourbons. In the South, consequently, two additional alternate settings were devised by the local censors. Neither
of them included the Spanish. As Table 3 indicates, the first was
Giovanna di Sicilia, set in the period of the Arab domination, and
performed in the spring 1857 at a secondary theater in Naples, the
Teatro uovo .

(Cease your [perilous] testing,
For once let there be peace.
So that the cry one hears,
ls the cry of honor.
To the tones of peace
let love rise again.)

This production is, therefore, an exception that proves the rule:
since the censors eliminated the massacre of the Spanish, they rendered harmless the setting of seventeenth-century Portugal.
In September 1862 censors in Trieste provided an almost equally
strange ending. Not surprisingly, this is the last production of
Giovanna de Guzman for which there is a libretto in the Verdi
Archive; with the unification of most of Italy, the censored Giovanna
had increasingly given way to the modern I vespri siciliani. Trieste,
however, was the major port of the almost completely landlocked
Austro-Hungarian Empire, and it remained Austrian until after the
First World War. In 1862, with the new Kingdom of Italy firmly
established and expanding, the Austrian-controlled censors in
Trieste were apprehensive about encouraging any uprising or massacre, whether of the French or of the Spanish rulers . They devised
another, more ambiguous ending than at Palermo. The last lines of
text in the libretto are omitted, including the final chorus. The two
ending lines sung, if indeed the performance followed the libretto,
are Vasconcillos's

Some months later a new setting was mounted in one of Italy's most
important opera houses , the Teatro San Carlo, also in Naples.
Recast as Batilde di Turenna, this is dramatically the weakest of the
three alternate versions of Vepres. The setting is now the province
of Touraine (France) in the thirteenth century, and the new plot
does away with the conflict between different national and ethnic
4
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Del cielo in nome ai voti suoi ti arrendi! Giura!

vespri siciliani (including those in use today) ends this passage "Reco
ii mio voto a te, col braccio e il core!" (I bring my pledge to you , with
heart and soul!). Later in the opera, during the Quartet (IV, 5),
Procida believes he is about to die. Now his thoughts turn to both
vengeance and liberty:

(In Heavens name exchange vows! Take your oath!)
and Giovanna's response
No, mai! ... nol posso!. .. ah! lassi voi!

Adieu, mon pays, je soccombe
Sans briser ta captivite!
je meurs sans vengeance! et ma tombe
Est celle de ta liberte!

(No, never! ... l cannot do it! ... alas! leave off!)
In place of the ringing of the bells and the subsequent final chorus
and massacre, the following actions (stage directions) close the
work:

(Farewell, my fatherland , I perish
Without freeing you from captivity!
I die without revenge! And my grave
ls that of your liberty!)

(si sente in lontananza ii tamburro [sic] batter la carica.
Vasconcello va sulla gradinata ad osservare. - Giovanna si
ritira nel Padiglione. - Cala la tela.)
(In the distance a drum is heard sounding the attack.
Vasconcello mounts the steps to observe. Giovanna retires
into the pavilion.-The curtain falls.)

In all Italian versions of the opera, censored or not, once again the
word "liberty" is avoided. (We will discuss the issue of vengeance
later.) Here are the two ending lines found in the librettos for Turin
and Genoa as well as in Batilde di Turenna (Naples) and retained in
all the current sources for Vespri:lO

The audience never does learn whether Giovanna will marry Enrico,
or whether the attack, presumably by the Portuguese, will be successful. With Vasconcello/Montfort firmly in control, as he has been
throughout the opera, the Trieste censors may be suggesting that it
will fail.

lo per te moro, ma disperato
D'abbandonarti fra tanto duo!!

* * *

(I die for you, but afflicted
For abandoning you midst so much sorrow!)

As we consider some passages of text, perhaps the first thing to
observe is that the texts of the piano-vocal scores and librettos are
similar, but far from identical. These differences, which appear in all
Verdis scores and librettos, are often the result of the composer's
normal creativity and flexibility with respect to text setting-what
he felt to be his musical needs and prerogatives-as well as the result
of the censors' demands. In this article we will focus on the changes
made by the censors.

When a discouraged Henri reports to Procida in the second scene of
Act 11 that the [Sicilian] people " e veut pas etre Libre ... " (Do not
want to be free ... [libretto]) or, alternatively, "Ne sait pas etre libre ... "
(Are not able to free themselves [Escudier piano-vocal score]), again
all versions, including Vespri, avoid the idea of freedom in their
translations.11 Furthermore, in the first of the passages by Procida
cited above , most Italian censors of the time avoided the word
"[exile," and many of them "pays" as well, because it was believed
these words too were potentially inflammatory.12

In vepres I believe the most important aspect of the drama to be the
conflict between a conquered people and their foreign rulers, and
the reasons for the conflict are twofold. First is the Sicilians' desire
for liberty, a very touchy subject for Italian (and other) censors of the
mid-nineteenth century, as will become clear shortly. The other is
their intense longing to avenge the many wrongs and insults their
captors have inflicted on them. On landing near Palermo Procida
immediately raises the issue of freedom (opening lines of Act 11):6

But the censors' task in addressing the politically sensitive subject
matter of vepres went far beyond merely replacing what were
deemed to be politically dangerous words. Many seemed determined to change the audiences perception of the struggle between
peoples at the heart of the drama; that is, they attempted to minimize the sense of a popular uprising, and, in effect, to create more
equal opposing forces. They did this by militarizing the Portuguese
in Giovanna de Guzman and the Sicilians in Giovanna di Sicilia and
Giovanna di Gusman . The leaders are no longer civilians as they were
in Vepres-a "medicin" (Procida) and a "jeune Sicilien"(Henri)-but
rather military officers: a "Capitano portoghese" (Portuguese
Captain: Pinto Ribeiro), "Capitano siciliano" (Sicilian Captain:
Corrado), 13 or an "Uffiziale portoghese/siciliano" (Portuguese/
Sicilian Officer: Enrico/Arrigo). At crucial places in the opera the
Ricordi libretto, which was used in almost every northern Italian city
where Giovanna de Guzman was performed, changed Portuguese or
Sicilian civilians into soldiers. At those points where Verdi called for
a mixed chorus, there is an addition of the "soldiers' women. " For
example, the stage directions for the chorus of Portuguese in the
operas opening scene reads "Portuguese soldiers with their women

0 mon pays! 7 pays tant regrew~.
[exile te salue apres trois ans d'absence!
Sur tes bords, autrefoi, 8 j'ai rec;:u la naissance!
je m'acquitte aujourd'hui 9 . .. Voici la liberte!
(O my fatherland ! fatherland so lamented,
The exile greets you after three years of absence!
On your shores, in past times, I was born!
Today I pay my debts ... l bring you liberty!)
How did Italian censors in that nervous and politically troubled age
handle the idea of liberty? Quite simply, they avoided it. Not a single censored version of the opera translates the word "liberte. " And,
although this may seem strange, that suppression of the word and
idea of liberty remained in Italian librettos and scores even after the
unification of Italy. Every source for the ostensibly uncensored I
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performance materials were readily available for renting (or pirating)
in that version. But the influence of the censor¢ Vepres spread further than Europe and the Eastern Mediterranean. In the Verdi
Archive there is a libretto apparently printed for the earliest production of this opera in the United States, November 1859 at the
Academy of Music in Manhattan. Titled I vespri siciliani, the work
was conducted by Verdi'.s former composition student, his loyal
friend, and one of the new breed of Italian stand-up conductors,
Emanuele Muzio. Consequently one would expect the production
to have been at least good, if not a model of its kind. But instead the
libretto indicates that Muzio actually directed an abridged version in
four acts of the Ricordi version of Giovanna de Guzman. While the
title of the opera, the locale, and the names of the characters were
returned to the original Sicily of Yepres-that is, when the typesetters got it right-the text follows that of Ricordi'.s censored version
of Giovanna de Guzman. Except that the ballet was omitted and
Procida's introductory scene was clumsily inserted into the first act
(as scene 4) before Elena and Arrigo meet. Furthermore, extensive
portions of the original first act were deleted, including all of scene
1 except for the opening choruses, the entire Quartet and appearance of Montfort, scene 3, as well as all of scenes 4, 5, and 6 except
for the opening lines of scene 4, the first meeting of Arrigo and
Elena. Especially weak in this poor combination of Acts I and II of
the opera is the absence of Montfort. Missing are his confrontation
with the Sicilian populace and the important first scene with his son
Arrigo.

and their relatives cross the plaza, form groups here and there, and
stare at the Spanish soldiers in menacing fashion (biecamente) ."
Similarly, for the final chorus the stage directions read: "... from every
side Portuguese soldiers and their women rush in, the former with
torches and swords."14 The result, then, is less a massacre than a
battle, especially since their leader's (Pinto Ribeiro's) final words are
"Di battaglia!" (To battle!) rather than Procida'.s "Ma vengeance" (as
in Verdi'.s autograph score and the Escudier piano-vocal score).15
With rare exceptions, in the final chorus, too, the censored librettos
substitute war or struggle for "vengeance," a word I believe to be a
kind of parola scenica for Verdi'.s conception of the opera. Compare
the texts of the last chorus in Yepres with the ending chorus of
almost every censored version of the opera:

Les Yepres siciliennes <V 5 ) Escudier piano-vocal score
Oui, vengeance! vengeance!
Quelle guide nos pas!
Ni pitie ni clemence
Ne retienne nos bras!
Oui, vengeance! vengeance!
Et pour eux le trepas!

(Yes, vengeance! vengeance!
Let [vengeance] guide our steps!
Let neither pity nor mercy
Restrain our arms!
Yes, vengeance! vengeance!
And for them death!)

Giovanna de Guzman (V, 5)
Librettos published by Ricordi and in Romel6
A nuovo cimento,
Spagnuol, ti sfidiamo!
lntrepidi siamo,
Pugnam per l'onor!
Di guerra l'accento
E ii grido de! cor.

(To a new test,
Spaniard, we challenge you!
We are fearless,
We fight for honor!
The tones of war
Are the cries of our hearts.)

*

*

*

Rigoletto, a work four years older and far more successful than
Yepres-Vespri, was equally, if not more, maltreated by the censors.17
Unlike Les Yepres siciliennes, which was never performed in Italy in
an uncensored translation before unification, the immediately and
enormously successful Rigoletto was frequently staged both as written and with censored texts during the period 1851-60. It may be
of interest to consider the proportion of censored productions, especially those with changed titles and settings, to those with the original title. According to Marcello Conati'.s useful "A Chronology of the
First Performances of Rigoletto,"18 between 1851 and 1860 there
were 66 productions titled Rigoletto but a total of 73 performances
with other titles: 54 productions as Viscardello, 17 as Lionello, and
two as Clara di Perth. The censored productions with alternate titles,
then, outnumbered those with the original title by some ten percent.
The number of actual censored productions may have been even
higher, however, since for the most part Conati compiled his listing
from chronicles of opera houses and theatrical or musical journals of
the era, sources that sometimes recorded the title of the standard,
uncensored opera (e.g., Rigoletto), even when the work was performed in a censored version (e.g., Viscardello). For example, in the
Verdi Archive there is a film of a libretto titled Viscardello for a production at Messina dated 1855 (since the cast was provided, we can
be sure that the work was actually staged.) But Conati lists this and
an earlier production (Nov. 1853) as Rigoletto. Obviously his source
was inaccurate, probably for both productions, but certainly for the
staging in 1855. How many similar sources failed to cite accurately
the censored stagings? In any case it is clear that the number of productions of censored versions of Rigoletto outnumbered those of the
original.

Some words that today seem politically harmless were often viewed
as highly charged by mid-19th-century Italian censors. "Popolo" is
an example. Used a number of times in Yepres as "peuple" (e.g., II,
2), in the Italian versions it is consistently altered, not only in the
sung texts but also in the stage directions. To characterize the enemies of the regime the censors preferred, as we have just observed,
a military group: "soldati" (soldiers), "esercito" (army), or just
"Portogesi" or "Saraceni." Their sensitivity may well have gone back
to the French revolution or to the more recent rebellions of 1830
and 1848-49 when "ii popolo" got out of hand.
It may seem strange today, but in the nineteenth century authorities
in Rome were sensitive to such religious terms as "Dio" (God). The
censors' favorite substitution was "cielo" (heaven), although the
word often associated with a pre-Christian god , "nume," was also
acceptable. Both appear in Giovanna de Guzman. In the Papal States
even the word "angelo" (angel) was a problem and remained so as
late as the Roman version of La forza del destino, performed in
Vatican-controlled areas of Italy during the 1860'.s as Don Alvaro.
More specific to Yepres are the opening words of the Sicilians in Act
I, "Sois maudite, 6 France I " (Be accursed, o France!). Curses of any
sort were unacceptable to the Church, and the phrase is replaced in
every censored libretto as well as in the current I vespri siciliani.
Before the unification of Italy in 1861 , vepres was usually performed
abroad as Giovanna de Guzman, for example in Oporto, Portugal
(1858), Constantinople (1859) , and Corfo (1860) , probably because
6
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I suggested earlier that Italian censors of Wpres were troubled most
by the political implications of the plot and even of individual
words; we can safely assume that it was the authorities rather than
the critics or audiences who were most concerned. In the case of
Rigoletto, however, the situation is different. First, the censors
seemed to care little about the (unsuccessful) attempt on a ruler's
life-after all, the attempt was by a single individual and had a distinctly personal motivation. Their concern was more with what they
perceived to be the works immorality. Second, while we have no
direct evidence of audience response, the well-documented reactions by contemporary critics suggest that at least in this respect they
were in general agreement with the authorities.19 The views of the
Austrian military governor of Venice, Cavalier de Gorzkowski, may
be viewed as typical. In late November of 1850, while Verdi was
composing Rigoletto, Gorzkowski read the libretto submitted by
Piave and sent a dispatch to the Venetian police chief, Luigi Martelli,
absolutely forbidding the proposed opera. The subject, he insisted,
was of a "ributtante immoralita ed oscena trivialita" (disgusting
immorality and obscene coarseness).20 When the opera was completed and began its triumphal tour of opera houses, critics generally praised the music, but their remarks about the plot tended to
resemble Gorzkowski's: "This Rigoletto is nothing but Le roi s'amuse
of Victor Hugo, one of the most grotesque monstrosities (aborti) of
French dramatic literature" (Lltalia musicale, Milan, March 1851).21
"My God! And there are poets who give the literary world such
monstrosities (again aborti)" (rAroldo, Verona, January 1852).22
" .. .it is useless to speak of the libretto since everyone knows from
what an impure stream it was drawn" (Gazzetta di Parma, December
1852).23 "We marvel that Signor Piave should have formed so unfavorable an idea of the Italian public as to introduce such filth onto
our operatic stage" (Gazzetta di Genova, December 1852).24 In fact,
the critical response to the plot was so frequently negative that the
publisher Ricordi felt compelled to include in all his librettos for
Rigoletto a lengthy preface arguing for the morality of the work. (See
Appendix 1). To a large extent it was a watered-down paraphrase of
Victor Hugo's own defense of the plot he had presented in his preface to the printed play, written after the work was banned from the
Parisian stage.25 Following the opening night, Le roi s'amuse was not
heard again in France for fifty years. Censorship indeed!

they devoted considerable effort to altering the Dukes image.
Except in Lionello, he is no longer a libertine, and there he is not a
reigning noble. As Lavagetto points out, in the Roman Viscardello
"Questa 0 quella" becomes a "hymn to fidelity, " and "La donna e
mobile" also casts the Duke in a favorable light. In Lionello the censors went considerably further: he keeps his vices but not his rank.
Rather than being a ruler, he is demoted to a nefarious patrician in
the employ of the Venetian Senate who breaks a pledge to marry Bice
(Gilda) in order to gain the hand of the wealthy Morrone's
(Monterones) daughter. This leads to many unconvincing changes
of text. At the beginning of Act II in Rigoletto, for instance, the Duke
momentarily (and quite uncharacteristically) displays what seems to
be sincere affection and concern for Gilda, "Parmi veder le lagrime."
In Lionello, though sung to the same music, the text is changed to a
nervous monologue about the danger of being exposed by the
Venetian authorities.28 In Act lll the villain Marcello (the Duke)
goes to the tavern of Lamafedele (Sparafucile) not to meet the bravo's
sister-she is never mentioned in the Act I duet between Lionello
and Lamafedele-but rather to buy weapons and drink wine . As
might be expected, the censors of the other alternate versions have
difficulty maintaining the charade that the Duke is actually sincere
in the Act Ill quartet, from the earliest performances one of the most
popular numbers in the opera and therefore impossible to omit.
Perhaps strangest of all is the plot summary that precedes the body
of the text in the printed libretto of Lionello (Appendix 2). It concludes: "the Senate of Venice, having learned of Marcello's evil life,
has him captured and placed in prison as punishment for his many
crimes."29 There is, of course, nothing of the sort in the text of
Lionello itself.
At the beginning of Act lll of the Roman Viscardello , and elsewhere
(for example, Ricordis early librettos for Rigoletto), there is a passage
for Gilda set off by virgolette (quotation marks) indicating that the
lines would not be sung: "When he saw me before the cavaliers, 'It
is true,' he exclaimed, 'I am guilty, I lied, but my heart did not lie
when it offered words of love .. .l want to marry you ,' he said".30
Normally lines enclosed in virgolette formed part of the poet's original libretto but were not set by the composer. Here , however, they
are clearly additions to the libretto made (by the censors? by the
publisher?) in an attempt to mitigate the Dukes deception of Gilda.

Ricordi's printed defense provoked the following remarks by an
anonymous critic in the Gazzetta ufficiale di Milano for 19 January As noted above, it was the fate of Gilda that most bothered critics of
1853: "As for the morality of the opera, it is defended in the preface the time. One of these critics was Ermanno Picchi, a musician with
of the libretto, but it is the guilty Duke who leaves the house of the impeccable credentials. Composer as well as critic, he succeeded
cutthroat singing while poor Gilda dies, sacrificed for him. This is Giovanni Pacini, one of Verdis most successful contemporaries, as
not a lesson that can truly be called moral. The greater criminal in director of the music school affiliated with the Florentine Accademia
the drama is not Rigoletto but the Duke, and the Duke is safe and delle Belle Arti. Picchi also founded and directed the Gazzetta musisinging. "26 And, of course, for these crimes it is Gilda, not the cale di Firenze, where in July 1853 he wrote the article "I Lombardi e
guilty ones, who is punished. Apparently the censors and probably .Rigoletto," a comparison in which I Lombardi wins hands down.31
many viewers of the time agreed with this response to Ricordis pref- Perhaps his most memorable remark is a question addressed to the
ace. They were distressed to see the Duke, a latter-day Don composer: "How would he [Verdi] respond to his daughter if, escortGiovanni, escape punishment.27 And they seemed to be especially ed to his Rigoletto, she were to ask him 'What did the Duke do to
upset by Gildas fate: her kidnapping in full view of the audience poor Gilda?"'
near the end of Act I, her offstage seduction or rape in Act 11, and
Her kidnapping at the end of Act I-especially the sight of her being
her stabbing and death in Act lll.
dragged across the stage in full view of the audience-greatly bothIf these aspects of the drama caused outrage at the time, how did
Continued . ..
censors handle them? As dutiful employees of autocratic rulers,
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0 clemenza de! Cielo!" (Clara, my Clara you live! 0 clemency of
Heaven!)40 Not only does the heroine survive, _but there is also an
acceptable substitution for that dangerous expression, "La maledizione! " (The curse!). In the first act finale, Archibaldo, unaware that
Clara has escaped the fire, sings "Ah! me! ... Me disperato!" (Alas!
me! ... Hopeless me!) in place of the first "La maledizione." In Lionello
Bice dies, but the censors still insist on eliminating "La maledizione."
Lionello sings instead, "Bice! mia Bice! Ah mia disperazione" (Bicel,
my Bice! Alas my despair!),41 a variant of the ending of Act I in the
earlier Neapolitan version, Clara di Perth.

ered the censors (and perhaps the public as well). The libretto for
the opera's first performance as Viscardello, at Rome in fall 1851, proposed a drastic solution: Act I ends with the conspirators' chorus
"Zitti, zitti. "32 Her abduction, consequently, is not staged, but it
obviously took place since she emerges from the Duke's bedroom in
Act II. Could the missing text have been performed despite its
absence in the libretto? There is strong evidence that it was not. A
critic for the Gazzetta musicale di Milano reported that during the
dress rehearsal there was a directive "ab alto" to end Act I with "Zitti,
zitti. "33 Furthermore, the Verdi Archive has films of three manuscript orchestral scores of Viscardello that were probably prepared at
the Ricordi copisteria in Milan and either rented or sold to opera
houses or impresarios performing the work. In all three manuscripts Act I concludes with "Zitti, zitti."34

But what of the endings of the various versions of Viscardello, the
title far more often encountered than Clara or Lionello? Reflecting, I
suspect, both a certain amount of independence on the part of individual censors in different cities, as well as Ricordi's financial acumen, there were two different final versions of the scena ultima available for rental or sale to opera houses. In one Gilda dies and
Viscardello's last line is "Oh giustizia del cielo" (Oh justice of
Heaven) instead of "La maledizione." Heaven's justice has prevailed ... though not for Gilda, as Picchi and others observed. This
ending appears in two Viscardello librettos printed for the premiere
season in Rome (fall 1851) by the Roman publisher Giovanni
Olivieri and in six other librettos preserved in the Verdi Archive:
those for productions in Florence (Lent 1852), Livorno (summer
1852), Modena (spring of both 1853 and 1854), Lucca (summer
1853), and Messina (1855, the libretto discussed above). A playbill
for a performance in May 1853, during one of the two Modena seasons, suggests that Gilda survived after all: it states that the opera
will end after the quartet. No storm and terzetto, therefore no stabbing; no final duet, therefore no death. Never mind that the audience has lost the largest and most exciting portion of Act Ill. At least
they heard one of the favorite numbers in the opera, the Quartet.
(See this issues cover.)

What about the corresponding scenes in Clara di Perth and Lionello?
Even though Verdi's music remained intact, audiences still did not
see Clara/Bice/Gilda dragged across the stage. In Clara di Perth
( aples 1853) the courtiers (now safely labeled medieval bacchantes) do not plan to kidnap Clara,35 but instead they set fire to
Archibaldo/Rigoletto's house. Although we hear her offstage cries
for help-"Soccorso padre mio"- Clara e_scapes the fire and finds
her way to the home of a faithful relative.36 Taking their cue from
this production, the censors arranged matters similarly in Lionello
two years later (Naples 1855). Although in this version Marcello's
cronies-note that they are no longer courtiers-do not set a fire and
do intend to kidnap Bice, the stage directions indicate that they do
so clumsily and allow her to Oee "perdendosi fra gli alberi del fondo"
(losing herself among the trees at the back [of the stage]) .37 And so,
just as in Clara di Perth, the heroine escapes the clutches of the villain. When she enters for the duet with her father at the end of Act
II, she emerges not from the villain's bedroom but rather from the
street outside the palace.38
While in Clara di Perth and Lionello the heroine does not lose her virginity--one of the principal concerns of the censors, as we have
seen-in almost all of the productions titled Viscardello, Gilda is
deflowered, as she is in Rigoletto. But there is a single exception, the
Messina Viscardello of 1855. In the libretto for this production the
censor provides Gilda with a fourth sestet of text for "Tutte le feste
al tempio ," which in this version begins "Cheta e soletta un giorno"
(Quiet and alone one day). Following what should have been the
final stanza "Parti...il mio core aprivasi" (He left ... my heart opened)
and, presumably sung to a repetition of the music of that stanza, the
censor added the following:
Tremai .. .ma il ciel benefico
La mia virtu sostenne.
Del Duca allor la madre
Venuta in mia difesa,
Seco a sue stanze illesa
Mi trasse e mi salvo.

In the other version of Viscardello, the one with the lieto fine (happy
ending), Gilda survives Sparafucile'.s handiwork-and without any
As with the conclusion to Clara di Perth-the
loss of music.
Neapolitan censor undoubtedly took the idea for his ending from
the earlier Roman libretto-the final lines are "Gilda! mia Gilda! vivi!
0 clemenza del Cielo!" This ending is found in Viscardello librettos
for productions in Rome, Fabriano, Livorno, Ferrara, Urbino,
Ancona, Treviso, and Ravenna, as well as for two librettos without
cast, theater, or season. It is hardly surprising that almost all of these
cities were located in the Papal States. Most of these librettos were
printed by Ricordi, which used the same plate number for the version in which Gilda dies and for the one in which she lives (22757).
As some readers may have noted, audiences in Livorno (Leghorn)in Tuscany, a region not under Papal control-were served up both
versions. In summer 1852 they saw Gilda live; but during the
Carnival season of 1853-54, and on the same stage, she dies.
Interestingly, Ricordi's libretto for Rome, in which Gilda lives, was
for the same Fall season of 1851 and with the same cast as the librettos printed by Olivieri in which she dies. I suspect that Roman audiences saw her die. Ricordi may have printed their libretto before the
Roman authorities had made their final decision in the matter.

(I trembled ... but beneficent Heaven
Protected my virtue.
The mother of the Duke then
Came to my defense,
Drew me unharmed with her
To her rooms and saved me.39

The final aspect of Gilda'.s fate dismaying Verdi'.s Italian contemporaries was her death. The two Neapolitan productions were divided
on the solution to this problem. The censors for Clara di Perth simply changed the ending. Strangolobene botches the job, merely
wounding Clara on the arm. To the same music Verdi wrote for the
tragic ending of the opera, Archibaldo sings "Clara, mia Clara vivi!

The religious component of the censorship of Rigoletto, especially in
the Papal States, was quite prominent and deserves further com8
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ment. The Churchs sensitivity to individual words was noted earlier. The most common of these in all Verdi's operas were "Dio/lddio,"
"angelo/angiol," and "tempio/chiesa ," and in librettos of Rigoletto
these words are invariably replaced. Other words were changed as
well, including "inferno" (hell; I, 6 and Ill, 5) and its inhabitants
"demone/demonio" (devil or demon; I, 7 and I, 2), as well as "dannazione" (damnation, I, 8) and the related "dannata" (damned, as in
Rigoletto's magnificent aria "Cortigiani, vil razza dannata"; II , 4).

Gilda-Rigoletto duet of Act II; the censors would have none of it.
Rigoletto sings:
Ah! Presso del patibolo
Bisagna ben l'altare! ...
Ma tutto ora scompare .. .
[altare si rovescio!
(Alas! Beside the gallows
There must surely be an altar! ...
But now all , all disappears ...
The altar is overturned!)

More important than words, however, were ideas. And the most
important of these in Rigoletto is "la maledizione" (the curse), precisely the theme upon which Verdi originally fastened for the opera's
title. We have already discussed the ends of Acts I and III and the
substitutions made by the censors. But throughout the opera
Rigoletto was deeply troubled by Monterone's words "sii maledetto"
(be accursed, which he sings repeatedly in Act I, 6). In the next act
he laments the failure of the curse to affect the Duke (II, 7). As we
saw previously with the opening words of the Sicilians in Wpres, the
idea of a supernatural (devilish7) curse was especially worrisome for
the censors. And Rigoletto's "Que! vecchio maledivami! " (That old
man cursed me! ) permeates the second part of Act I, providing
Verdi with the opportunity to create a powerful recurring pair of figures that appear in the Prelude, in each vocal statement of the idea
in Act I, and in related melodies in Act II as well. Musically these
figures are derived in dramatically apt fashion from the composers
setting of the name "Monterone. "42 In the censored versions of
Rigoletto, while the music remained, in most instances the censors
removed all traces of the dramatic justification, the curse. No wonder Verdi was furious about the changed texts.

Viscardellos innocuous substitution for this passage is:
Ah! d'un serpente l'alito
Avveleno il suo core,
la gioja dell'amore
11 suo dolor segno!
(Alas! The serpent's breath
poisoned her heart.
The joy of love
Was the cause of her sorrow!)

* * *
There are other films of interesting censored librettos and other
materials in the Verdi Archive as well. These include two identical
librettos for productions titled Rigoletto and mounted at Palermo in
the successive years 1853 and 1854. They are lightly censored versions including what may well be the first appearance of Gilda's
account that she had been saved from a fate worse than death by the
Dukes mother (as we have seen, this recurs in the libretto for the
1855 production of Viscardello in another Sicilian city, Messina).
Although the titles are different, and the librettos were locally printed, the texts of the three librettos are identical. Ceprano becomes
Count Gorano, and the Countess becomes Matilde, his sister. In the
quartet Maddalena refers to the Duke as a "vagheggino" (a dandy or
fop), not as a "vero libertino," and he is not allowed to affirm playfully that he is indeed "un mostro" (a monster). Most striking, all
three librettos are set in Anvers (Antwerp) during the 15th (not
16th) century, and the tenor is called the Duke of Nancy (not
Mantua as in Rigoletto or Nottingham as in Viscardello).

Another problem, especially for censors in the Papal States, was the
Trio and Storm scene of Act III , which raised the specter of suicide,
a mortal sin. They were particularly disturbed by Gildas conscious
decision to die in place of the Duke:
0 qual tentazione!. .. morir per l'ingrato!
(Oh, what temptation! ... to die for the ingrate!)
And later:
Ah s'egli al mio amore divenne rubella ,
Io vo' per la sua gettar la mia vita.
(Ah , though he refused my love,
I want to cast away my life for his.)

The Verdi Archive has films of two manuscript orchestral scores of
Viscardello, one now housed at the Naples Conservatory library and
the other at Boston Universitys Mugar library. Both are of Sicilian
provenance, and, not surprisingly, they are closer in most textual
details to the three Sicilian librettos than to other censored librettos.

In the Roman Viscardello "pregare" (to pray) is substituted for
"morire
Salvarlo potessi! ... pregar per l'ingrato!

***

(I( I could save him! .. .to pray for the ingrate!)

I should like to conclude this study by discussing a slip of paper
attached to the title page of the Neapolitan score of Viscardello. It is
in Verdi's handwriting and, as far as l can determine, has never been
mentioned in the literature. The composer was apparently asked,
"How closely does the manuscript resemble the original version of
the opera7" He may have written his response in 1858 when he was

And the later couplet is changed to :
A[h] s'egli al mio amore divenne rubella
Io vo' co'miei prieghi salvar la sua vita ...
(Ah, though he refused my love
I want to save his life with my prayers ...)

Conrtinued . ..

A final troublesome idea, that of an overturned altar, occurs in the
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in aples twice, early in the year working on the aborted Una vendetta in domino (Un ballo in maschera) and in November, when he directed a successful production of Simon Boccanegra. At this time the
Viscardello scores would still have been circulating for performances
in the Kingdom of Two Sicilies, and there would have been keen
interest in the degree of their authenticity The note reads:
Upper left comer:
"RIGOLETTO la copia"

* The idea for this article originated in a day devotea to papers and a panel
on the topic "Verdi and Censorship." Sponsored by AIVS and the Greater
New York Chapter of the American Musicological Society, it was held at
the Casa Italiana Zerilli-Marimo in the spring of 1997. In summer 1998
I read a paper on the subject at the 10th International Conference on
19th-Century Music in Bristol. The present version of this article owes
much to the deep interest in the subject by this journal's editor, David
Rosen.

Upper right comer:
"Verdi"

"11 primo atto trovassi bene, solo il finale
11 2o atto
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TABLE 1

CENSORED LIBRETTOS AND SCORES WITH ALTERNATE TITLES IN THE ARCHIVE
OF THE
AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR VERDI STUDIES AT NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

I. Librettos:
1. Achan (I due Foscari)

12. Guglielmo Wellingrode (Stiffelio)

2. Anato (Nabucco)

13. Lionello (Rigoletto)

3 . I:assedio d'Arlem (La battaglia di Legnano)

14.

4 . Batilde di Turenna (Les Yepres siciliennes)

15. Orietta di Lesbo (Giovanna d'Arco)

5. Clara di Perth (Rigoletto)

16. Il proscritto ossia ii corsaro di Venezia (Ernani)

6. Don Alvaro (La forza del destino)

17. Saul (Macbeth)

7. Elvira d'Aragona (Emani)

18. Sennacherib (Nabucco)

8. Ester (Emani)

19. Gli unni e i romani (Attila)

9 . Giovanna de Guzman (Les Vepres siciliennes)

20. Violetta (La traviata)

10. Giovanna di Gusman (Les Vepres siciliennes)

21. Viscardello (Rigoletto)

ino (Nabucco) Text as in Anato.

Text identical with that of Giovanna di Sicilia.
11. Giovanna di Sicilia (Les Vepres siciliennes)

II. Manuscript Copies of Orchestral scores (current location)
1. Batilde di Turenna (I-Ne)

5. Lionello (I-Ne)

2. Clara di Perth (I-Ne)

6. Orietta di Lesbo (I-Ne)

3. Giovanna de Guzman (I-Mc, I-Nc)l

7. Violetta (I-Ne)

4. Guglielmo Wellingrode (I-Ne)

8. Viscardello (I-Ne)

III. Printed Piano-vocal Scores (publisher, plate numbers)
1. fossedio d'Arlem (Ricordi, 21 642-21659)
2. Don Alvaro (Ricordi , 3468 1-34715)
3 . Giovanna de Guzman (Ricordi, 28116-28150)
4. Le proscrit ou le corsaire de Venise (Bureau Central, B.C. 800)
1

Also MS scores fo r some individual numbers at I-Fe, I-Ne, I-Pi; MS parts for some individual numbers at 1-Nc, I-Pi, 1-PLcon.
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TABLE 2
A Chronology for the alternate versions of Les V epres siciliennes
1854 or 1855

29.iv.55

1) Verdi becomes aware of censorship problems regarding the Italian version of Wpres.
2) Manuscript notes by Scribe for a version of Giovanna de Guzman, labeled "Les Vepres Siciliennes changees," may be
found in the Bibliotheque Nationale.
Verdi writes to Tito Ricardi and offers to provide an Italian translation of Wpres, to be made under his supervision, if
Ricordi were to buy the Italian rights.

13.vi

Premiere of Les Vepres siciliennes (Paris Opera)

6.vii

Verdi sends score and Italian translation of Wpres with changed setting and offers a choice of titles: Maria de Guzman
or Giovanna de Guzman. "I now know what it means to translate , and I feel sympathy for all the bad translations that
are around because it is impossible to make a good one." Ricordi chooses Giovanna de Guzman.

13.vii

Ricardi libroni (manuscript ledgers recording the progress of work on Ricordi's publications) indicate work begun on the
piano-vocal score for Giovanna de Guzman. The text is probably that sent by Verdi; it is close to the text for I vespri
siciliani still performed today, but with a Portuguese setting.

13.ix

The piano-vocal score is completed (plate numbers 28116-28150). Numerous arrangements of Giovanna de Guzman
follow, including one for string quartet by Angelo Mariani.

13.x

A generic libretto of Giovanna de Guzman is published by Ricordi (plate number 28430, 52 pp.). There are more
changes of text than in the piano-vocal score, undoubtedly because of the (Milanese7) censors.

xii
26.xii

At Verdis insistence, Ricordi publishes a staging manual for Giovanna de Guzman (plate number 28556).
First performance in Italy of Giovanna de Guzman takes place at the Teatro Regio in Parma. Ricardi libretto with plate
number 284 30 is reprinted with new title and cast pages. Performances using this libretto in Italy take place north of
the Papal States from 1856 to 1859. As at Parma, these also include new title and cast pages (e.g., the librettos for the
Carnival-Lent season of 1855-56 in Milan, Venice, and Verona).

5.i.1856

First performance in Turin of Giovanna de Guzman. The libretto, printed by Giuseppe Fodratti of Turin, follows the
Ricordi piano-vocal score of Giovanna de Guzman rather than the more heavily censored Ricordi libretto. During the
Spring season of 1856 a libretto is printed for performances of Giovanna de Guzman in Genoa by Pagano, a publisher of
that city. It follows the Turin libretto since both cities were then part of the Kingdom of Sardinia.

6.iv

First performance in Rome of Giovanna de Guzman (Teatro Argentina). A new, heavily censored libretto is printed by
Gio. Olivieri of that city (46 pp .). Following the last page of text is the approval by three censors (or revisori , the more
neutral term that they preferred):
8 March Per l'Eminentissimo Vicario--Antonio Ruggieri, Revisore

21.iv
6.vi.1857
Fall

1 April

Per la parte politica-Carlo Doria, Revisore

4 April

Per la Deputazione dei pubblici spettacoli-Carlo Conte Cardelli, Deputato

There is an entry in the Ricardi libroni for a libretto of Giovanna de Guzman intended "per gli Stati Romani" with the
assigned plate no. 25240, but no copy has been located . Perhaps it was never printed.
First performance of Giovanna di Sicilia in Naples at the Teatro Nuovo. In 1859 a production with a similar text and
setting but with the title Giovanna di Gusman (sic) takes place in Chieti. The ballet is omitted in both productions.
First performance of Batilde di Turenna takes place in
January 1858.

aples at the Teatro San Carlo. Verdi attends a performance in

10.vi.1858

Ricardi prints the first piano-vocal score of I vespri siciliani (plate numbers.30541-30570).

iv-xi.1859

Piedmont and France defeat Austria.

v.1860
21.vii.1860
i.1861
ix.1862

Garibaldi lands in Sicily, occupying

aples in September.

Ricordi prints choral parts for I vespri siciliani (plate numbers 32416-32417)
A production of I vespri siciliani takes place at the Teatro Bellini. in Palermo, but as II vespro siciliano. Piano-vocal scores
with this title published in Naples by Partenopeo and by Orlando. Text as in Vespri .
Production of Giovanna de Guzman in Trieste (still an Austrian city), but with the ending modified: there is no massacre.
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TABLE 3

Principal Characters in Les Vepres siciliennes and its Alternate Versions

(Paris, Opera, 13.vi.1855)

Giovanna de Guzman
(Parma, Teatro Regio, 26.xii. 1855)

Giovanna di Sicilia
(Naples, Teatro Nuovo, 6.vi. 1857)

Batilde di Turenna
(Naples, San Carlo, 5.ix.1857)

Helene, sister of Duke Frederic
of Austria

Giovanna de Guzman, sister-in-law
to the Duke of Braganza2

Giovanna, Sicilian
noblewoman

Batilde, orphan of
ancient lineage

Guy de Monfort, Governor of
Sicily, under Charles d'Anjou,
King of Naples

Michele de Vasconcillos,
Spanish condottiere3 ruling
Portugal for Philip IV of Spain

Orosmano, condottiere
of the Saracens

Ariberto , usurper of the
Barony of Rochecorbon
in Touraine

jean Procida, Sicilian physician

Don Giovanni Ribeiro Pinto,
Portuguese captain

Corrado, Sicilian captain

Guido, old squire of the
ancient Lords of Rochecorbon

Henri, young Sicilian

Enrico, Portuguese officer

Arrigo , Sicilian officer

Arrigo , young warrior,
raised by Guido

Les Vepres ,siciliennes

The action is in Palermo,
the time 1282

The scene is in Lisbon towards
the end of November 1640.

The action is in Sicily at
the time of the Saracen
domination.

The scene is near Tours
in Touraine on the
Loire, 13th century.

L

There is a libretto with similar text and setting, but with the title Giovanna di Gusman (sic), T. S. Ferdinando, Chieti (Sp ring 1859).

2

john, Duke of Braganza, led a successful uprising against the Spanish in 1640 and became King of Portugal in 1641. The hereditary heirs to the Portuguese throne were subsequently called Dukes
of Braganza until 1910, when the monarchy was overthrown.
Thus in most librettos, but he is in fact a Portuguese in the service of the Spanish crown (see endnote 4)

3

.......

.......

TABLE 4

Characters and Settings in Rigoletto and its Alternate Versions
Rigoletto
(Venice, ll.iii.1851)

Viscardello
(Rome, 27.ix.1851)

Viscardellol
(Messina, 1855)

Clara di Perth
(Naples, 1.x.1853)

Lionello
(Naples, l.iii.1855)

11 Duca di Mantova

11 Duca di Nottingham

Il Duca di Nancy, rich and
powerful lord of many castles

Enrico di Rotsay, Baron of Perth,
called Prince of the Bacchantes

Marcello, patrician of
Venice

Rigoletto , his court buffoon

Viscardello

Viscardello, his buffoon

Archibaldo , jester

Lionello, at one time
Purveyor of Verona

Gilda, his daughter

Gilda, his daughter

Gilda, his daughter

Clara, his daughter

Bice, his daughter

Sparafucile, cutthroat

Sparafucile

Sparafucile, cutthroat

Tony, nicknamed Strangolobene,
armed man , mercenary

lamafedele, cutthroat

Maddalena, his sister

Maddalena, his sister

Maddalena, his sister

Caterina, hostess of the Grifone

Rita , his sister

Giovanna, Gilda's governess

Giovanna, Gilda's maid

Giovanna, Gilda's governess

Dorotea, Clara's governess

Anna, Bice's governess

11 Conte di Monterone

Il Conte di Mornand

Il Conte di Monterone

Simone, elderly bourgeois

Morrone, patrician
tr\

......

Violante, his daughter
Il cavaliere Marullo

Marnullo, cavalier

Marullo, cavalier

Marnullo, friend of Rotsay

Carpani, friend of
Marcello

Matteo Borsa, courtier

Borsa, Duke's intimate

Borsa, cavalier

Barner, friend di Rotsay

Bandini, friend of
Marcello

Il Conte di Ceprano

11 Conte di Gorin2

11 Conte di Gorano

Crawford, brother of

Piero, friend of
Marcello

la Contessa, Ceprano's wife

la Contessa, his sister

Matilde, his sister

Giovanna, rich bourgeoise

The scene takes place in
the city of Mantua and
its environs.
Time, the 16th century.

The scene takes place in
Boston (England) and its
environs.
Time, the 16th century.

The scene takes place in Antwerp
and its environs.
Time, the 15th century

The scene is Perth and its environs.

l
2

Verona -

16th century

The first performance of Rigoletto in Messina , Sicily, took place 12 .xi.1853. No libretto available. l suspect that that production was similar to this one and was also called Viscardello.
In the course of this libretto and in MS orchestral scores of Viscardello also called Gorind, Goring, Goringo, and Gorano.
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Ne1 f re

· puhbliea ragione un componimento, al quale
era i \'oluto cooccdero pit) d' un glorno sulla sccna,.
Vittore llurro dieeva ni suoi malcvoli: lt Ora ii Dramm.
c mpat . e voi fostc alla rn presenlazionc ]cggetelo;
se non vi f ~te Ieggetelo egualment.e » e vi pcrsuadtwete
he cagionc dclln guerra n1ossa a questo dra~ma fm~ono
piu di iuuo ii dnis lO del titolo C) cd a1euni pensfori c
ft.. si eh.c parve1 o avvcntati in bocc.a d' un autore rn~
tlcruo: c inccnsurabi1i scmhrar.ono adoperati dagti autori

Jel ccolo di Luigi XIV.

·

nza fo ·sc mai aver lette n drammn dell' autore delp flan dr J·Jamla, mossi dallc ir~ et'cditarie contro le prif
prove _<l una scuola, chc avca sempre in senso Joro
iJ torto Ji b· ndir prindpii letterurH opposti a quelli in ..
sino nllora ndottati , alcuni fra gli Italiani sc la presero
COll.lro iJ pOVCI'O buffonc francese, hl ossequio .alla brig(Jde
Le<>taud chc tanto vi avc-ra trovnto da dire, c sc la pre ..
dono ox·a quindi col Rigolett-0 del signor Piave, non pc-r . .
su8'si ncl cnodorc delln loro innoccnza cbe egli dcve, per
otiime ragioni, parlar tutt~ altro linguaggio <lel Triboulc
Parigino.
(•) 1.e

'l'Ot

s'c1musc.

ft19U(Ul!<J
While introducing to the public a composition that was allowed no
more than one day on stage, Victor Hugo said to his detractors:
"Now the drama is printed. If you were at the performance, read it.
If you were not there, read it anyway." And you will be convinced
that the reason for the hostility towards this drama, more than anything else was the cynicism of the title [Le roi s'amuse], and some
thoughts and phrases that seemed audacious coming from the
mouth of a modern author. And these have been used without censure by authors in the century of Louis XIV

Rigoletto of Signor Piave. They are not convinced in the sincerity of
their own innocence, that he must, for the best of reasons, have to
speak an entirely different language than that of the Parisian
Tribou let.
No. Hugo's drama is not immoral.
And why should it be7
Triboulet is deformed; Triboulet is sick; Triboulet is a court jester; a
threefold misery which makes him evil. Triboulet hates the prince
because he is all-powerful, the nobles because they are nobles,
[ordinary] men because they do not have humps on their backs. He
enjoys inciting the nobles against the prince, the weaker against the
stronger; he corrupts his master, makes him depraved; pushes him
to abuses of power and to vice; points out to him the women to be
seduced, to be ravished, to be dishonored. But one day, in the midst

Without, perhaps, having read the drama by the author of Han
d'Islande;l stirred by an innate anger against the first attempts of a
school which always had in its sensitivity to injustice [the need] to
proclaim literary principles opposed to those adopted previously;
some among the Italians took it upon themselves to oppose the poor
French jester. They deferred to the Leotaud brigade that had found
so much to say. And, therefore, now they take issue with the

Translation continued on page 18
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o, *l Urnmma di lingo non c io1nt0t'olc.
E ir)crebo lo , 0.1 cbbc ?
Triboulet e cUlT01·n1e, Tfiboofot c male.to, Triboulct i
bull'onc di Corl ; tri1,ia miseri chc lo rende cattivo Tti·
boulet ndia il 11·incipe llC - c p
Lutto 1 1 ian_ori l erchc sono si ,n.ori:, gli uomini perchc non bonuo iuu1 un
tobb ul da Q. - de aizzaro i i nori ont 0 n prmc·..
pc, i piu ebor contro i lU ro ti· corro pc,, dcp~ va
il uo paclronc, I spiuae _i sopi usi, cd 1 viiio" gli nc..
cenna In donn· d ·
re, d a(lire, da -i ouora.re. la
lJO gio1no, in mezzo , u a fest , llinl-- allier si fa ·n·
ua:ozi al 1>rinci1lc c nJi ri 1prove1 il 11 disonm clli propPia fi \i~ e riboulct insult.a nl dolore di qt ell' nfflitto.
ll padi·e alza il braccio :naledt c at clfardo, c quell m( ..,
!cdizione e cadula sotr .uomo cll la n euore, ebc c paJre. TrJboulot ha ona figtia , eho nasconde agh oe~hi di
tutLi, in. un nagolo nppartor.o dclla eitti1, 'in una easa d ..
"Crht; la cducn all' innnocenm, nH fcde, al pwlorc 1 di
nu1P aUra eo a piu teme cl1c. di vcde1·ltt cadere net male ..
Or bene, la malcd·zione del voocbio col1,irA Tr boulet nella
zota cosa ehe mi al mondo, netla suo fig.ha .. JI buffon
sara fcrito nel modo sr.esso. cbc fu colp ito S:aiot..ValUe1·.
Vor..-A ,•en,dicarc la fig.ti~ p.c1•duta e dison.oratn.... e iavcce
I~ ttecidca:a.
·
II Rig?lello (Tdhoulct) dl Piave e nwno c.olpcvoic dcl
gobbo f1·aoees.e; eali, non. va rnontrant sans ce se <~u d-0i9t
al SUO pmlrone la. femme a sed1Jlte,.1 la SOeHr a eulever,
la fil.lc ·a de8hon.orer ;, GiJda_non divmua una fillo se ..
tluil.e et perd)uJ, c lu lad~a1cn~ o01-eno--si•regcvole delta
Mogu.clo1 nc.
ll Duca. dcl signoP Pitlve e llOl) dei tanti scnpati di cui
formicofano la storia e il mondo, c crcdiamo anzi mora . .
!i~simp . scopo •t djm9strar ch~ t l'.iPUt c-Qnscgnenze 1,>os..
1

1
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d Uc itrti c per.sino dalla spcn foratezza di..
tn

I amralc sapa on componiinento t!he dci dclitti piu
u
di fa incluttabile caaio.n.c un soprannaturalc potcre ,
fa iti una vendetta dcgH Dei , c comanda poi le
ui casi di iirra , di Bihh ,, di Edipo , c va di
do, ma come .ehiamar immoral<'· un componimento
e e al dclitto fa cguire si tert·ib.le cast:igo, c me·te in
, ziooe la vcrita de) gr nd.c p.rincip10 ebe a: chi semina

nell' irn mietc ncl

pentfmc~lo·!'

oi che 001iamo l'art chaslt c DQU l'.<.u~e· 11rwle, non creiamo mnncarc ai nost-ri principii pubblicando ii Rigoletto
ome. ncssuno si reputo. ilegno di r~jonevole. ~ensura
tlnbulicando. la Luc, ezia Borgia, la Caterina di Guisa .... .
n ctn l qnn.clt 0 c:lclle piu t.er1 ibifi e violcnti passion·
quclJo o r.(mtrapposCo dci loro <leplorJbili effctti , c dclla
1rem.coda pnn i~ionc du cui sono seguitat_c.
1

1

of a festivity, Saint-Vallier presents himself before the Prince and
reproaches him for dishonoring his daughter; and Triboulet offers
insults to the suffering of the aggrieved man. The father raises his
arms and curses the mocker, and that curse falls upon a man who
has a heart, who is a father. Triboulet has a daughter whom he hides
from the eyes of everyone in a remote comer of the city, in a deserted house. He raises her to innocence, to faith, to modesty. More
than anything else he fears that she will fall into evil. Well now, the
curse of the old man will strike Triboulet in the only thing in the
world he loves, in his daughter. The jester will be wounded in the
same way that Saint-Vallier was struck. He wants to avenge his lost
and dishonored daughter.... and instead he will kill her.

believe extremely moral the purpose of demonstrating the terrible
consequences that can result from the devices and even from the
thoughtlessness of a seducer.
A composition will be immoral that made a supernatural power, a
destiny, a vengeance of the Gods, the inevitable reason for the most
infamous crimes and then demands tears from the houses of Myrrha,
of Byblis, of Oedipus, and so on. But how can one call immoral a
composition that causes such terrible punishment for a crime and
puts into play the truth of the great principle "who sows in anger
reaps in regret."

The Rigoletto (Triboulet) of Piave is less guilty than the French
hunchback; he does not go around montrant sans cesse du doigt to his
master la femme aseduire, la soeur a enlever, la fille adeshonorer. Gilda
does not become a fille seduite et perdue; and Maddalena is less contemptible than Maguelonne.

We who love arte chaste and not art prude do not believe we failed
our principles by publishing Rigoletto, just as no one was deemed
worthy of justifiable censure by publishing Lucrezia Borgia, Caterina
di Guisa ... , in which the depiction of the most dreadful and violent
passions was contrasted with their deplorable consequences, and
with the terrible punishment that followed.

The Duke of Signor Piave is one of so many thoughtless [nobles]
with which history and the world teem. And, quite the contrary, we

1 Translator's
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note: an early novel by Hugo.
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Lionello. Naples: 1859.
man will agree to be silent and move away from Verona. This brings
Lionello'.s anger to a peak, so that he plans (with the help of an
obscure cutthroat, who was also offended by Marcello) the most
atrocious vengeance. By doing this, in the end , he hurts only himself, as the cutthroat kills his daughter in the dark , believing that he
is wounding her unfaithful lover. On the other hand, the Senate of
Venice, having learned of Marcello'.s evilness, orders his incarceration , to punish his many foul deeds.l

Marcello, a Venetian patrician, had promised to marry Bice, the
daughter of Lionello, another patrician who was in office as the
Purveyor of Verona. later, because of his inconstant nature and to
gain money and [influential] connections, Marcello broke faith with
Bice and promised to marry the daughter of yet another patrician,
called Morrone. Therefore, to send away Lionello, he had him
accused of fraud in his office. Lionello, however, having proved his
innocence at the Venetian council, returns, and demands that
Marcello keep his old promise. But in vain, for he is driven away
and cruelly insulted. Furthermore, Marcello tries to have Lionello's
daughter kidnapped , so that to have her back the unfortunate old

1 Translation by Francesco Izzo, used at exhibits organized by the AIVS at
the Casa Italiana Zerilli-Marimo at New York University, 1997 and 2001.
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